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Llama Llama 				

30 x 11’ or 15 x 22’

Based on the major publishing phenomenon from Anna Dewdney that
has become an award-winning children’s classic and a #1 New York
Times best-seller comes Llama Llama, the new Netflix Original preschool series that is all about growing up! With a renowned creative
team including Director, Rob Minkoff (Lion King) and Saul Blinkoff (Doc
McStuffins) as well as Head Writer, Joe Purdy (Dinosaur Train) and
Producer, Jane Startz (Magic School Bus), this beautifully animated
series features actress Jennifer Garner as the voice of Mama Llama.

Rainbow Rangers 			

52 x 11’ or 26 Half Hours

From the creative Dream Team that includes Rob Minkoff (Lion King),
Shane Morris, co-writer of Disney’s Frozen, Ruben Aquino, the legendary
designer for Little Mermaid and Beauty and the Beast, and Emmynominated writer Elise Allen, comes Rainbow Rangers! Rainbow Rangers
is an animated show for preschoolers about the thrilling adventures of
seven magical girls from Kaleidoscopia, a fantastic land at the other end
of the rainbow. Whenever there’s trouble for the people or animals of
the Earth, the Rangers ride a rainbow across the sky to save the day.

SpacePOP 		

108 x 3’ or 26 x 11’ or 3 x 75’ Movies

Created by an all-star team including music producer Ron Fair (Black Eyed
Peas, Mary J. Blige) and writer Steve Banks (SpongeBob SquarePants),
comes SpacePOP! This series is a multi-platform and social media
phenomenon full of suspense and cliff-hangers and has 15+ million
views and over 55,000 subscribers on YouTube! To add to the magic, the
series features 108 serialized music videos with original pop music and
stories along with longer form episodes and movies!

Stan Lee’s Cosmic Crusaders 		

26 x 26’

Superhero-creative dynamic duo, Stan Lee (Spider Man, The Hulk, Iron
Man) and Fabian Nicieza (X-Men: Deadpool) have teamed up as the
guiding creative forces behind this new adult-oriented comic superhero
franchise. Stan Lee’s Cosmic Crusaders is a caustic and inflammatory
exploration into the nature of heroism and the challenges facing
immigrants in an age of 24/7 media coverage, Kardashians as role
models, and society’s general need for daily outrage.
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Baby Genius 		

1 x 30’ Special + 52 x 11’ in production

Expanding the timeless appeal of the original brand, Baby Genius
now has an all new special available called All About Words with more
episodes planned for Winter 2017. With all-new character designs by
renowned pop artist Todd Goldman, the special features a whole new
library of music that has been produced by music industry veterans Ron
and Stefanie Fair, who have written and produced for numerous multiaward winning artists, including the Black-Eyed Peas, Mary J. Blige,
Fergie, Christina Aguilera, Lady Gaga and others.

Gisele and The Green Team 				

26 x 3’

Gisele Bündchen lives a double life as a glamorous supermodel and an
environmental superhero! In this new animated series, she and a group
of girls battle environmental evils to help save the planet and show what
girl power is all about! The series inspires girls to believe in their dreams
and reinforces key values such as believing in oneself, having an attitude
of gratitude, being of service and developing self-awareness.

Martha and Friends

22 x 3’ and 5 x 22’ Holiday Specials

Fun with friends! Easy DIY (do-it-yourself) projects to learn! Creative
design guru Martha Stewart appears as an animated 10-year-old with her
three best friends and two dogs in Martha & Friends. This new animated
series shows how fun and easy it is to do-it-yourself featuring dozens of
easy projects kids can do themselves at home. A companion interactive
website provides pictures and easy to follow step-by-step instructions.

Secret Millionaires Club

26 x 30’ and 26 x 4’ and 1 x 75’

Created in collaboration with and starring Warren Buffett, one of the
most respected businessmen in the world, Secret Millionaires Club is
an original animated series that features a group of entrepreneurial
kids whose adventures lead them to encounter neighborhood and
community problems to solve. This unique series has Mr. Buffett acting
as a mentor to our diverse cast of amazing kids who have adventures
throughout the globe.

Thomas Edison’s Secret Lab 52 x 11’ and 52 x 1.5’ Music Videos
Based on the most admired inventor of all time, Thomas Edison’s Secret
Lab will show kids how fun science can be. In fact, it’s a BLAST! With a
creative team that includes Emmy-nominated Steve Banks (SpongeBob
SquarePants), multi-Emmy-winning Jeffrey Scott (Dragon Tales) and
Emmy award-winning Mark Young (All Dogs Go To Heaven 2), this unique
series features Thomas Edison being voiced by legendary American
singer-songwriter Livingston Taylor.
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